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Abstract—A game using electro-oculography (EOG) as control signal was introduced in this study. Various EOG signals are generated by eye movements. Even though EOG is a quite complex type of signal, distinct and separable EOG signals could be classified from horizontal and vertical, left and right eye movements. Proper signal processing was incorporated since EOG signal has very small amplitude in the order of micro volts and contains noises influenced by external conditions. Locations of the electrodes were set to be above and below as well as left and right positions of the eyes. Four control signals of up, down, left and right were generated. A microcontroller processed signals in order to simulate a DDR game. A LCD display showed arrows falling down with four different head directions. This game may be used as eye exercise for visual concentration and acuity. Our proposed EOG control signal can be utilized in many other applications of human machine interfaces such as wheelchair, computer keyboard and home automation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EOG (Electro-OculoGraphy) is the electric potential of the retina in the human eye. Electric potentials appear everywhere muscular activities are involved. The muscular activities activate or deactivate ions whose propagation generates currents. Electrodes can detect ion currents or electro-potential conveniently. Strong signals among electric potentials are ECG (Electro-CardioGraphy), EMG (Electro-MyoGraphy) and EOG.

EOG signal is generated by the potential difference between cornea and retina. Different eye movements produce various EOG wave patterns. Often pairs of the electrodes are placed around the eye. Typically EOG amplitudes range between 0.05 and 3 mV and a frequency band from DC to 50 Hz. EOG signal has an advantages of linearity and wide potential range. It belongs to one of easily measurable biopotentials along with ECG and EMG. Activities of muscle and eyelids influence EOG. Therefore, disadvantages are the influences of muscles and eyelid twitching and accuracies may be lowered due to these other conditions.

There have been various investigations on the uses of EOG. One of the most popular applications is human machine interface (HMI) for controlling devices such as computer, wheelchair and mouse [1]-[6]. Other applications include activity recognition, drowsiness detection and gaze estimation [7]-[9]. In case of lack in muscular actions of an individual, EOG can be a good candidate for HMI applications.

In this study, a new application of EOG was introduced. The rapid development of information technology has made a heavy involvement of computer, smartphone and other electronic devices with displays. People are exposed to abuse of eyes and amblyopia. It is common belief that the eyeball exercise can be beneficial to the health of eyes. It has been reported that the exercise of eye movement can increase concentration and improve visual acuity [10]. There can be various ways for eye exercises. People can be easily involved with an eye exercise whose practice is of fun. For this purpose, a DDR (dance dance revolution) game device was introduced where EOG control signals produced from eye movement [11]. The device consisted of EOG detection circuit, a microcontroller and LCD display.

There has been a study where the classification of 16 different EOG signals was made in real time use [12]. Gaze on the screen and the identification of a point on the screen is another application where multiple signal classifications are required [13]. However, reliable and non-ambiguous signal identification for a particular eye movement can be rather difficult to be achieved in real situation since EOG signals are complex in nature. In this study, only several eye movements that can be clearly distinguished were selected in order to implement them in a game algorithm using EOG.

II. METHODS

Fig. 1 shows the diagrams of EOG amplitude and phase with respect to the direction of eyeball movement. The cornea side is designated as positive whereas the retina side is negative. This illustrates potential difference. One electrode is attached to the positive input of a comparator and the other one is the negative input. No potential difference is measured when eyeballs are aligned to the center (top in Fig. 1). Eyeballs rotate to the right and a positive pulse is detected (middle in Fig. 1). In the same manner, a negative pulse is measured when the eyeballs move to the left.

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of measuring EOG signal. Disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes were used for EOG measurement and one set consisted of three electrodes. One was connected to the positive input, another to the negative input and the last one as reference of the instrumentation amplifier (IA) as shown in Fig. 1. Differential amplification by IA removed common signal with very high input impedance and raw EOG signal was detected. A system would be bulky if AC power supply has to be used. Therefore batteries were used and DC 9 and -9 volts were set to be power voltages.
In order to remove DC and high frequency, bandpass filtering with 0.05 and 50 Hz cutoffs was applied. IA had also amplification factor. Once again additional signal amplification was made. Signal was amplified at few separate stages so that wider bandwidth could be achieved. 60 Hz noise is the power source noise and exists ubiquitously. Therefore, 60 Hz notch filtering was added. In our case, ‘on’ and ‘off’ control signal was assigned. The same reference electrodes were used. The horizontal channel identified left and right movements. The vertical channel differentiated up and down movements. In this manner, four different control signals according to eye movements were generated. One control signal was available one at a time and that corresponded to one of the four directions of DDR arrows.

Both horizontal and vertical EOG signals were utilized. For the horizontal channel, the reference electrode was located between the measurement electrodes. As results, left and right eye movements produced positive and negative pulses which were symmetric with respect to baseline. If a reference electrode was not attached to be at the equal distance from two measurement electrodes EOG signals were not symmetric with respect to the base baseline. Pulse with larger amplitude would produce when one electrode was located closer to the other one. It made reliable identification to be more difficult. This problem was solved by sharing the reference point between eyes since this made the distance from two electrode of the vertical channel to be equal.

III. EXPERIMENT & RESULTS

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, a set of three electrodes measures EOG signal. The same reference between the eyes shared for horizontal and vertical channels. Therefore, a total of five electrodes were used. The horizontal channel identified left and right movements. The vertical channel differentiated up and down movements. In this manner, four different control signals according to eye movements were generated. One control signal was available one at a time and that corresponded to one of the four directions of DDR arrows.
Another complication was influences between two channels. It is not possible to have signal from only one channel since complex muscle structures of the eye. An example is shown in Fig. 4 where repeated up and down movements were exercised. Upper figure shows waveform of the horizontal channel and lower figure for the vertical channel. During up and down movements, clear pulses were shown in the lower waveform. However, there were also horizontal signals. These were not apparently what we expected and were not also negligible in terms of amplitudes. Vice versa, there were signals in the vertical channel (affected signal, bottom waveform in Fig. 5) during left and right eye movements. Even though the amplitude was smaller and phase relationship was distorted. These channel interferences can cause mistakes.

In order to deal with the interference effects and to identify four control signals of up, down, left and right, the microprocessor recorded all four signals and processed them. First, threshold levels should be sufficiently high to remove were influenced or affected among them. Therefore, all four wave patterns should be compared.

Dance Dance Revolution (DDR) is a rhythm dance game. One dances according to the arrow directions that fall down on the computer screen. Often one dances in accordance with footsteps. However, various matching techniques to the arrows can be available using other parts of body such as fingers. In this study, it was arranged that four EOG signals corresponded to footsteps. It means that eye movements according to arrow directions were used to do DDR game as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 show a flowchart of DDR game that uses EOG control signals as the arrows of up, down, left and right direction.
electronic circuit described in Fig. 2 measured EOG and housed the microprocessor. The LCD display was showing the arrows and the hyper-terminal of laptop worked as database of game. LCD monitor becomes on and ready for the game when the execution program is on. When proper EOG signals are detected, the hyper-terminal display functions related EOG DDR game.

DC levels became difficult to go back to zero level when the same direction of EOG signals was commanded repeatedly. Signal pulse happened to appear before DC level reaches to zero voltage. Threshold levels were important to guarantee reliable detections. For this purpose, signal was amplified sufficiently and threshold levels were set to be above noises or erratic signals.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

Clear and distinctive EOG signals could be produced when only four classifications were necessary. It appeared that clear distinctions among EOG signals were difficult to obtain with more than four classifications. This is rather apparent since muscles associated eye movements are complicated and have almost infinite number of freedom degrees. It was necessary for a subject to control his or her eye movements with definite attention. This would be of course to be good exercises for eyes. That was why EOG control signals were applied for the DDR rhythmic dance game.

For commercial uses, the game can be made to be compact and light if a portable electrode headset with five contact points was used. That was why EOG control signals were applied for the DDR dance game. That was why EOG control signals were applied for the DDR dance game.
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